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Monthly Market Commentary 
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US Economy 

As we continue to emerge from COVID-19’s effects on global trade, we believe progress is being made in 

alleviating gridlock in global supply chains.  At a high level, we have seen the supplier delivery 

components of a majority of global purchasing manager’s indexes – these measure whether shipments 

are arriving faster or slower than in the previous month – stop deteriorating and start to improve 

modestly.  In addition, it appears that many companies noted that the first quarter of 2022 could likely 

be the worst quarter in terms of broader logistics delays, with problems potentially becoming less acute 

as the year progresses.  We would also point out that inventories (particularly at larger US retailers) 

have recovered to a significant extent in recent months.  Additionally, we are starting to see easing 

delays and improving fluidity at West Coast US ports. 

However, we would note some qualifiers.  Certain products, notably semiconductors, are still likely to 

remain tight this year, especially in the first half.  Russia’s invasion of Ukraine could result in additional 

pinch points.  Even as delays and logjams improve, there is still significant recovery required before 

things return to normal.  Meanwhile, we believe persistent price pressures experienced in 2021 will still 

take their time to feed through finished goods.  Bottom line, we believe supply chains could perform 

more efficiently over the course of 2022, but the road could remain rocky in the short term. 

US Markets 

Volatility continued to roil the markets in March, triggered by a combination of factors including 

uncertainty over Fed policy, rising inflation, and the Russia-Ukraine war.  The war in Eastern Europe has 

upended the global energy market due to Russia’s role as the world’s leading petroleum and natural gas 

exporter.  It is unclear how other nations will respond to the conflict, which could plausibly reshape the 

geopolitical landscape.  Meanwhile, supply-chain shortages and other rippling impacts of the COVID-19 

pandemic are contributing to higher prices for both consumers and businesses.  All of this leads us to 

believe the US equity markets could stay volatile in the near-term as investors digest what all of this 

could mean for future consumer and business spending, inflation, corporate profitability, etc.  Although 

the war in Ukraine is today’s flashpoint, history has shown us that market impacts in periods that follow 

crisis events are short-lived, as US stocks have historically recovered within 12 months following a 

variety of crises.   
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Fixed Income 

The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) met in March and, as anticipated, increased the federal 

funds rate by 0.25%, to 0.25% - 0.50%.  The Fed stated that indicators of economic activity and 

employment have continued to strengthen, job gains have been strong in recent months, and the 

unemployment rate has declined substantially.  The Fed also believes that inflation remains elevated, 

reflecting supply and demand imbalances due to the pandemic, higher energy prices, and broader price 

pressures.   

Looking forward, the implications of the Russia-Ukraine war for the US economy are highly uncertain, 

but in the near-term the war is likely to create additional upward pressure on inflation and weigh on 

economic activity.  With appropriate firming in the stance of monetary policy, the Committee expects 

inflation to return to its 2% objective, and the labor market to remain strong.  As such, the FOMC 

anticipates ongoing increased to the federal funds rate.  Additionally, they expect to begin reducing the 

Fed’s holdings of Treasury securities, agency debt, and agency mortgage-backed securities at an 

upcoming meeting. 

International Markets 

Over a month into the Russian invasion of Ukraine, and global equity markets have continued to 

experience swift price fluctuations.  As countries around the world have applied economic sanctions on 

Russia, the big question is:  how will economic sanctions and the war broadly impact company 

financials? 

The direct revenue impact appears to be minimal, specifically for firms in the US and China.  

Nevertheless, the negative spillover, with an already stressed supply chain, may magnify costs for 

companies and reduce their bottom line.  Russia is one of the world’s largest exporters of oil and natural 

gas and developed Europe is a big importer, while the US has more limited exposure.  Sanctions have 

been put in place that limit these imports and prevent some capital flows between Russia and the US 

and other developed countries.  Coincidentally, we believe that the industries that will be hit hardest are 

those that face higher costs due to elevated commodity prices and limiting sanctions.  This includes 

European firms in the industrials, chemicals, consumer products, and banking industries, with limited 

exposure to US firms.  Weakening earnings would signal the potential for further deterioration in 

markets, beyond short-term pullbacks.  As such, we continue to monitor European economic news. 

Commodities 

Russia is the world’s second-largest crude oil exporter, exporting roughly 5 million barrels per day.  

Losing those barrels has the potential to make today’s tight oil markets substantially tighter.  One of the 

many market concerns is which countries have spare capacity if it became necessary to replace Russia’s 

oil supply.  Spare capacity is the amount a country could theoretically produce, minus what that country 

is currently producing. 
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The list of countries with significant spare capacity is short, and includes Organization of Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) members Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates, as well as 

the United States.1  While these countries may have additional spare capacity, it is important to note the 

reality is that there exists sizable headwinds to the ability of these countries to quickly tap this potential 

supply.  There are operational, geopolitical (Iran nuclear deal; OPEC+ quota agreement, of which Russia 

is a member), and market-driven headwinds (investor pressure on US producers to remain capital 

disciplined), to name a few.  In other words, if Russian oil supply was cut off abruptly, the world would 

be hard-pressed to very quickly make-up the shortfall, thus potentially leading to higher oil prices in the 

near-term. 

What Does This Mean To Me? 

The future is unpredictable.  Instead of worrying about irrepressible market events, we encourage 

investors to focus on the elements they can control.  Maintain a long-term investment view, stick with 

your plan, maintain flexibility to adjust when necessary, and use any pullback to your advantage by 

strategically deploying sidelined cash.  Do not let short-term market fluctuations derail your long-term 

strategy.  We believe these strategies, coupled with broad diversification across asset classes, 

geographies, market caps, styles, and interest rate sensitivity could help portfolios weather periodic 

volatility and smooth out returns over time. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at any time. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Chad E. Mickelson, CRPC®, CFP®                               Clint A. Markin, CRPC®, CFP® 

Senior Vice President – Investments                   Senior Vice President – Investments 

Financial Advisor                         Financial Advisor 
       

This letter has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or instrument or to 

participate in any trading strategy. Investing involves risk including the possible loss of principal.  The opinions expressed in this letter are those 

of the author(s), are subject to change without notice and are not necessarily those of Wells Fargo Advisors or its affiliates.  Statistical 

information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed.  Past performance 

is not a guarantee of future results and there is no guarantee that any forward looking statements made in this letter will be attained. 

 

Stocks are subject to market risk which means their value may fluctuate in response to general economic and market conditions, the prospects 

of individual companies, and industry sectors. Investments in equity securities are generally more volatile than other types of securities. 

 

Investing in commodities is not appropriate for all investors. Exposure to the commodities markets may subject an investment to greater share 

price volatility than an investment in traditional equity or debt securities. The prices of various commodities may fluctuate based on numerous 

factors including changes in supply and demand relationships, weather and acts of nature, agricultural conditions, international trade 

conditions, fiscal monetary and exchange control programs, domestic and foreign political and economic events and policies, and changes in 

interest rates or sectors affecting a particular industry or commodity. Products that invest in commodities may employ more complex strategies 

which may expose investors to additional risks, including futures roll yield risk. 

 

1 https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/how-much-extra-oil-could-opec-pump-cool-prices-2022-03-11/ 
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Investing in foreign securities presents certain risks not associated with domestic investments, such as currency fluctuation, political and 

economic instability, and different accounting standards. This may result in greater share price volatility.   Investing in emerging markets 

accentuates these risks. 

 

Investments in fixed-income securities are subject to market, interest rate, credit and other risks. Bond prices fluctuate inversely to changes in 

interest rates. Therefore, a general rise in interest rates can cause a bond’s price to fall.  Credit risk is the risk that an issuer will default on 

payments of interest and/or principal. This risk is heightened in lower rated bonds. If sold prior to maturity, fixed income securities are subject 

to market risk. All fixed income investments may be worth less than their original cost upon redemption or maturity. 
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